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 (Newbie) Have just created a partition on an external drive. I've already done a ddrescue, so now I would like to create a new
partition. I want to use some of the recovery partition for Windows. But I can't format it. I can't see anything under

administrator but I can see the path of the drive. Imgburn does not support partition table. What can I do to make a partion that I
can use? Re: Partitionman: Partition table recovery (Newbie) You can use a partition manager like Vista Disk Management and

change the boot sector of the partition. You can't change partition tables like you can format a disk. You have to do it from
partition manager. Oh, I know how to do it from partition manager. I was just wondering if I could make one from the recovery
disk (Imgburn) as it didn't have enough space. Thanks __________________ "There are no stupid questions, but there are a lot

of inquisitive idiots." ~ John Anthony West One thing to note is that Microsoft uses the term 'partition' to describe what you
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would normally call a disk partition. Most of the MS tools assume a standard disk partition layout and the tools may have
problems dealing with a type like a recovery partition or test partition. We see a lot of questions about partitions with this type
of layout. What we normally do is use the tool to convert a disk to a DOS disk partition layout so that the tool will understand

the layout. The internet is like "private parts" in front of everyone! What I don't understand is, how is the recovery disk
partitioned, if one could extract the boot sector from the recovery partition, couldn't you use the boot sector of the recovery disk

to change the boot sector of the recovery partition? Thanks for your reply. I have used partition manager but found out that it
doesn't let me create a new partition. I need 82157476af
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